FIFA’s Football for Health: applying Kotter’s eight-step programme for transformational change to a mass participation activity
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There was a time when ‘football medicine’ illustrated the grammar term ‘oxymoron’. Like the words ‘military intelligence’, football and medicine did not fit well together—the two provided anchors for a very wide spectrum. Why has that changed so that a scientific journal’s cover shows a young boy whose eyes reflect hope, and a healthy future, largely because he is part of a football community?

To address this question, and to challenge all sports federations to review their own efforts, we looked to Harvard leadership professor, John P Kotter.1 His eight principles for strategic change resonate in diverse settings, including publicly traded companies and non-profit businesses. We discuss their relevance to Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) and its Football for Health programme to highlight a model that other global sporting organisations and national federations could adopt. Please also see the BJSM blog where you can link to a related podcast (http://blogs.bmj.com/bjsm/).

1. Establish a Great Sense of Urgency
Kotter argues that urgency is critical. This is not easy—the dearth of ‘sport for health’ programmes across national sporting federations and international organisations underscores his point. Success requires ‘change champions’, and to this extent FIFA President Sepp Blatter deserves tremendous credit.

Blatter’s leadership has been remarkable for moving health from irrelevance to pre-eminence in a major sport.2 Blatter and the Chair of the FIFA Medical Assessment and Research Centre (F-MARC), Professor Jiri Dvorak, supported by Dr Michel D’Hooghe, Chair of FIFA Medical Committee, convened national sporting organisation leaders together with a sports medicine lead from almost 200 countries to the first Football for Health conference (Zurich, 2009). That is how FIFA/F-MARC conveyed a sense of urgency. The meeting was not a talk-fest, but carefully structured to obtain buy-in for the concept of having active ‘medical commissions’ in each country. One goal for FIFA.

2. A Powerful Guiding Coalition with Expertise and Relationships
Kotter tells us that ‘nothing much worthwhile happens’ without a critical mass willing to encourage others to engage in change.3 It takes a coalition to create transformational change such as the concept of Football for Health (which is outlined below).

FIFA’s health efforts stem back to the FIFA Board acting cohesively (ie, as a team) to support F-MARC,2 which brings together international groups of experts in football medicine to support both professional and recreational football players. F-MARC is critical to the Football for Health programme because it is the core of the guiding coalition that supports the health of players. This has many advantages over a ‘medical director’ acting alone.

Furthermore, F-MARC is represented on the executive committee of FIFA by Dr Michel D’Hooghe, who skilfully explains and promotes medical matters at this critical political platform. This is most unusual among international sporting organisations. Kotter notes, ‘in the most successful cases (of change), the coalition is always pretty powerful—in terms of titles, information and expertise and relationships.’ Score: FIFA 2–0.

3. Creating a Clear Vision that includes Concrete Execution Strategies
FIFA’s Football for Health vision meets Kotter’s criterion for transformational change because it’s a ‘sticky’ message—it is simple and somewhat unexpected. The first phase of FIFA’s health commitment focused on Medicine for Football—ensuring that players the world over obtained appropriate medical care for their injuries. (Think of providing quality medical care in Livingston, Guatemala, rather than Liverpool, England.)

Preventing injuries was not a transformational message, however, and FIFA went further, developing a programme that addressed the needs of non-professional football players. Football for Health encourages everyone to play football as a way to prevent or reduce risk factors for disease. The model is ambitious, extending the worthy call of achieving fewer musculoskeletal injuries for professional football players.

Football for Health was a compelling vision to help people achieve fitness goals, but Blatter and Dvorak didn’t stop there. Through their leadership, FIFA also developed a programme for Africa: The 11 for Health. The programme uses 11 simple messages (table 1) to educate African youth through football, helping them to become more aware of disease and its prevention. F-MARC has captured the message in four steps (table 2): two goals here. Score: FIFA 4–0.

4. It takes 10 Times as Much Communication as you Think
FIFA developed and delivered the Football medicine manual—now in its second print edition in seven languages. Even more importantly, it’s available on DVD. This product helps developing nations understand how football could make their citizens healthier, and thus better contributors to society.

FIFA’s 11 for Health programme is visionary, because it extends health messages beyond those needed for football alone.4 Also, the communication programme is generously supported by the FIFA marketing division—the productions are attractive and professional. Prominent footballers, cooperating as they would in a team, extol the importance of critical
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Warm up
One way that FIFA and F-MARC have empowered others to act on the vision is by accrediting a global network of FIFA Centres of Excellence, with at least one hub in each continent to serve local football communities. The Centres of Excellence leverage the data and resources available at F-MARC headquarters in Zurich to partner local policy makers and funders to improve health locally. The Centres of Excellence also provide a foundation for a communication channel for FIFA with its grass-roots constituency. Thus the 11 for Health engages players nation by nation.

Empowering requires positive steps such as building networks, but Kotter emphasises that change leaders must also have the courage to remove anyone who is like an ‘elephant that appears to be blocking the path’.1 In the first half of transformational change, such as what FIFA was attempting to do, there is not time to eliminate all obstacles. That said, those who are most resistant to change, particularly if they are more visible leaders, ‘must be confronted and removed… both to empower others and to maintain the credibility of the change effort as a whole’.1 In FIFA’s case, the senior managers were on board from the start, providing no major obstacles to goal. Score: 7–0.

6. PLANNING FOR AND CREATING SHORT-TERM WINS
Kotter’s principle of creating the ‘win’ sits well in the sporting setting. Public health change takes time, but FIFA can already point to at least six success stories: (1) implementing ‘The 11’ exercise programme nationwide in Switzerland reduced football injuries and proved cost-saving for the national insurance company;2 (2) in New Zealand, every dollar invested to disseminate ‘The 11’ resulted in a $NZ4 saving on injury costs for the Accident Compensation Corporation;3 (3) early success in Khayelitsha, a South African informal settlement, is reported in this issue of BJSM; and (4) F-MARC’s over 150 peer-reviewed publications in a diverse range of sports medicine journals under the leadership of Professor Dvorak and epidemiologist Dr Astrid Junge since 2000; and (6) the extensive user-friendly resource materials discussed in previous sections above clearly count as wins as well. Two goals: score FIFA: 9–0.

7. DON’T LET UP!
Kotter emphasises that leaders of successful efforts use the credibility afforded by short-term wins to tackle even bigger problems, rather than suggesting that the win is already in hand.1 Extending Medicine for Football (effective injury treatment and prevention) to the more ambitious Football for Health, and now the even more ambitious 11 for Health. The latter, which clearly qualifies as a ‘Big Hairy Audacious Goal’ (BHAG, pronounced BEE-hag),7 aims to promote social change through physical activity by contributing to general education within the framework of ‘One Goal, Education for All’. FIFA is the largest organisation we know of that aims to leverage ‘elite sport’ to promote social change. Score is now FIFA 10–0.

We are aware that organisations such as the Oslo Sports Trauma Research Centre and the University of Cape Town’s Research Unit for Exercise and Sports Medicine have also succeeded in peer-reviewed national competitions to gain funding to achieve similar goals.8–11 We look forward to including stories and examples from other groups on the BJSM blog (http://blogs.bmj.com/bjsm/) to add to this theme—global efforts linking sport to health and social change.

8. ANCHOR THE CHANGES IN THE INSTITUTION’S CULTURE!
When education simply happens in remote and impoverished communities, when young girls know they will have the same opportunities as boys, when people consider inequities unthinkable, the Football for Health movement will be institutionalised.

Kotter emphasised that this requires more than one generation of leadership. He noted, ‘one bad succession decision can undermine a decade of hard work.’ The successor must also be a champion of change—transformation can be undone within a year or two when the choice of successor is inappropriate. Score: FIFA 11–0.

CONCLUSION
We have focused on FIFA’s example because this sporting organisation—specifically its leadership and guiding...
coalition—has demonstrated exceptional commitment to health and social change. Also, Kotter’s ‘business principles’ fit into a sport and health context. Thus, like-minded leaders in sport can benefit from this champion of change. We would also love to draw attention to the work of other sporting organisations that made a difference to health in its broad sense: sport for social change. Please do write to us at BJSM with your examples so we can spread the word. Enjoy the World Cup but not just on television! Play your own game in the street or yard!
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